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Abstract

Matter is an IoT connectivity standard backed by over two hundred companies. Since the release of its specification in October 2022, numerous IoT devices have become Matter-compatible. Identifying bugs and vulnerabilities in Matter devices is thus an emerging important problem. This paper introduces mGPTFuzz, the first Matter fuzzer in the literature. Our approach harnesses the extensive and detailed information within the Matter specification to guide the generation of test inputs. However, due to the sheer volume of the Matter specification, surpassing one thousand pages, manually converting human-readable content to machine-readable information is tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. To overcome this challenge, we leverage a large language model to successfully automate the conversion process. mGPTFuzz conducts stateful analysis, which generates message sequences to uncover bugs that would be challenging to discover otherwise. The evaluation involves 23 various Matter devices and discovers 147 new bugs, with three CVEs assigned. In comparison, a state-of-the-art IoT fuzzer finds zero bugs from these devices.

1 Introduction

Matter is an open, royalty-free IoT connectivity standard, which is endorsed by over two hundred companies, including Apple, Google, Amazon, and Samsung [6]. It aims to establish a unified standard [66], facilitating interoperability among smart devices of different vendors. With the support of many large technology companies, this unified standard is expected to completely change the IoT ecology [59].

Since the release of the Matter specification in October 2022, Amazon has turned 100 million Echo devices to be Matter-compatible through a software update [4]. Google has updated billions of smart devices to support Matter [58]. Apple TV and HomePod devices extend support for Matter through the installation of iOS 16.1 [28]. Given the popularity, discovering bugs and vulnerabilities in Matter devices is an emerging important problem.

To find IoT bugs, significant efforts have been dedicated to emulating IoT firmware to facilitate greybox or whitebox fuzzing [11, 16, 37, 76, 77]. Nevertheless, emulating IoT firmware remains challenging due to the extensive array of custom and proprietary hardware components. Constructing a precise emulator is complex and difficult [51, 69]. Consequently, blackbox fuzzing emerges as an attractive option and has demonstrated noteworthy results [12, 22, 35, 51].

To conduct blackbox fuzzing for Matter, our observation is that the Matter specification contains extensive and detailed information regarding the device behaviors, such as the valid and invalid values for each parameter in a command, the expected effect, and the response message after a command is executed. It is a promising approach to make use of the rich information in a specification for test input generation. To build this approach to Matter fuzzing, however, multiple challenges arise.

Challenge 1 (C1): Sheer volume of specification. The Matter specification describes a unified connection standard that facilitates interoperability of various devices across vendors. It is not surprising that the specification contains thorough details, contained in 1,258 pages. Manually converting the large amount of human-readable content to machine-readable information is tedious, time-consuming and error-prone.

Challenge 2 (C2): Stateful bugs. Many IoT commands only make sense when the device is at a specific state. For example, a command turning off a light has an effect only when the light is on. A bug that can only be triggered when the device is at a certain state is called a stateful bug [7]. Prior IoT blackbox fuzzers, such as IoTFuzzer [12] and SNIPUZZ [22], usually ignore the impact of device states for bug finding. How to obtain the complete state space of IoT devices in the application layer is not studied in prior work.

Challenge 3 (C3): Non-crash bugs. One well-known difficulty in IoT fuzzing is that, in general, one cannot modify the firmware and then install the altered firmware onto the device, as most IoT devices enforce code-signature checking [31]. Thus, it is infeasible to collect the program execution informa-
ation inside a device, such as branch coverage, path conditions, and function return values. While existing fuzzers use side channels, e.g., network connection, to infer whether a test input has triggered a crash bug, how to discover non-crash bugs, such as logic errors [9], is a known challenge.

**Challenge 4 (C4): Command coverage.** Ideally, a fuzzer should test all the commands of a device. However, manually comprehending the user manual of a device to derive the list of commands tends to be imprecise and unscaleable. Prior work, SNIPUZZ [22], collects testing scripts disclosed by IoT vendors, but they are incomplete and very few vendors provide them (detailed in Section 4.3).

Our work has overcome all the challenges and built the first Matter fuzzer, named mGPTFuzz, in the open literature. To address C1 and C2, we employ a large language model (LLM) to transform human-readable content in the specification to machine-readable information. Furthermore, the machine-readable information, including the device states, commands and their relations, is represented in finite-state machines (FSMs), where each node represents a device state and each edge a transition due to command execution. By iterating over the FSMs, our fuzzer performs systematic stateful analysis, effectively identifying stateful bugs.

To handle C3, we propose to leverage command semantics. For instance, if the execution of a command is expected to modify specific device attributes as per the specification, our fuzzer queries the corresponding attributes. On the other hand, if a command is meant to be rejected, an error message is expected. Precise extraction of semantic information concerning commands ensures the efficacy of this method.

Finally, to tackle C4, we are inspired by prior work, HubFuzz [35], which makes use of an IoT hub to test ZigBee/Z-Wave devices. Our observation is that there is a special role in Matter, controller, which can add (formally, commission), manage and control Matter devices. Notably, while the certificate of an ordinary Matter device undergoes stringent verification by the controller, a Matter device does not verify the controller equally. Consequently, even an uncertified vendor can create a controller [48]. We thus propose to build our fuzzer within a controller. According to the specification, when a controller adds a device, the device declares all supported commands. Without relying on the device’s manual or testing scripts, our fuzzer can extract the supported commands of a device under test from pairing messages.

We implement mGPTFuzz and conduct an extensive evaluation, which involves 23 various Matter devices. It has revealed 147 new bugs (61 zero-day vulnerabilities), including 5 crash bugs and 142 non-crash bugs. Three CVEs have been assigned: CVE-2023-42189, CVE-2023-45955, CVE-2023-45956. In comparison, a state-of-the-art blackbox fuzzer, SNIPUZZ [22], finds zero bugs from these devices.

mGPTFuzz can be used by IoT vendors that cannot afford a security testing team, third-party security analysts, as well as companies and organizations seeking to assess the security of their Matter devices before placing trust in them.

This work makes the following contributions.

- We present the first Matter fuzzer in the literature. It can help IoT vendors, security researchers and numerous companies and organizations identify bugs and vulnerabilities from Matter devices.
- The detailed Matter specification enables a unique research opportunity but also imposes a challenge. We harness LLM to extract information from the sheer volume of specification, showcasing the effectiveness of LLM-assisted fuzzing on a large scale.
- mGPTFuzz is a blackbox IoT fuzzer that is able to uncover non-crash bugs in the application layer. In addition, semantic information is leveraged to conduct systematic stateful fuzzing, unveiling stateful bugs.
- We employ a controller-based fuzzing architecture. This design eliminates the need for reverse engineering any companion apps or collecting API-testing scripts, and can derive a complete list of the supported commands of a device under test.
- We implement mGPTFuzz and test 23 various Matter devices. The evaluation finds 147 new bugs (including 61 zero-day vulnerabilities), comprising 5 crash bugs and 142 non-crash bugs, with three CVEs assigned.

## 2 Related Work

### 2.1 Large Language Model Assisted Fuzzing

Large Language Models (LLMs) have demonstrated remarkable performance across a wide range of tasks. Very recently, researchers have started to leverage LLMs for fuzzing. For example, TitanFuzz [17] and FuzzGPT [18] use LLMs to generate code for testing deep learning libraries. Fuzz4All [68] further demonstrates that code of different languages can be generated using LLMs for testing a variety of compilers and libraries. LLM4Fuzz [55] employs LLMs to guide fuzzing of smart contracts. ChatAFL [36] utilizes LLMs to process Request for Comments (RFCs) and generate test inputs. ChatFuzz [26] leverages LLMs to mutate seeds in order to generate format-conforming inputs.

All these works study LLM-assisted greybox fuzzing, assuming that the code under test can be instrumented, while our work is the first that studies LLM-assisted blackbox fuzzing. Without instrumenting the code (i.e., IoT firmware), how to infer the program execution status to guide fuzzing is a unique challenge resolved in this work. In addition, while these works are mostly focused on finding crash bugs, our work also finds non-crash bugs in a principled way. This stems from our approach that extracts meticulous information per command and

---

1https://iot-fuzz.github.io
utilizes it to verify the correctness of each command execution. Finally, this work demonstrates the efficacy of LLM-assisted fuzzing in an important domain—Internet of Things.

2.2 Fuzzing of IoT Firmware

Static analysis of IoT firmware for finding bugs [3, 21, 33, 38, 53, 60, 61, 78, 80] tends to report many false positives. Emulating firmware can support whitebox or greybox fuzzing, which dynamically finds IoT vulnerabilities [11, 16, 20, 34, 37, 52, 69, 77]. Despite extensive efforts [32, 74, 75, 79], precisely emulating IoT firmware remains a challenging task [51, 69, 73]. Worse, many vendors do not provide firmware images publicly and make it difficult to extract unencrypted firmware from devices [12, 22, 51].

Recently, blackbox fuzzing of IoT firmware demonstrates noteworthy results and becomes an attractive approach [12, 22, 35, 51]. For example, IoTfuzzer [12] and DIANE [51] reverse engineer the companion app of a device under test. For each IoT device, they analyze its companion app to locate the code corresponding to IoT functionalities and modify it as strong obfuscation techniques are widely available [8, 71, 72]. However, this requires enormous per-device efforts for analyzing and modifying obfuscated apps [8, 19], and the analysis may be incomplete in identifying IoT functionalities [22, 35]. Furthermore, a Matter device, in general, cannot be controlled by the vendor’s companion app. SNIPUZZ [22] first collects API-testing scripts disclosed by IoT vendors and then captures network messages when running these scripts. The network messages are then mutated to conduct fuzzing. It saves the effort for reverse engineering companion apps. However, it has multiple other limitations. First, very few IoT vendors disclose their API-testing scripts (Section 4.3). Second, even when a vendor discloses API-testing scripts, they usually do not cover all the supported commands of a device. Third, SNIPUZZ fails if network messages are encrypted, while most IoT devices use encryption for secure communication [12].

HubFuzz [35] uses a hub to issue test messages to IoT devices, and is limited to fuzzing ZigBee and Z-Wave devices. It inspires our controller-based fuzzing architecture. BrakTooth [25] mainly tests the data link and network layers of Bluetooth Classic, while Matter is a standard focused on the application layer. Unlike BrakTooth, which infers state machines about Bluetooth Classic from exchanged packets, we extract state machines from the specification (Section 4.1).

In sum, mGPTFuzz is the first fuzzer for Matter, an important IoT standard. It does not need to emulate the firmware, reverse engineer companion apps, or collect API-testing scripts.

2.3 Specification-Guided Fuzzing

Specification-guided fuzzing [29, 46, 50] uses manually prepared machine-readable information (or a generator) about a protocol to generate test messages. However, this process is tedious, incomplete and error-prone for non-trivial protocols [47]. We leverage LLMs to obtain the specification information, eliminating the need for excessive manual efforts.

3 Background

3.1 Matter

Figure 1 shows the protocol stack with Matter [65]. Matter is built on top of the IP layer and uses it as a common for communicating with IP-based networks, such as WiFi, Ethernet, and Thread.

A special device, called a controller, such as a smart speaker, can add (formally, commission) and manage Matter devices. To add a device, the controller (or a trusted commissioner, such as the companion app of the controller) first verifies the device’s attestation certificate to make sure it is signed by a vetted vendor. Then, an operational certificate is signed by the controller and sent to the device. Here, the controller serves as a root certification authority (CA). Matter devices that share the same root CA form a Matter fabric, and a controller can control all the Matter devices in its fabric. Matter devices in the same fabric conduct secure P2P communication with each other through their operational certificates.

A Matter device in a fabric is a node, which has a number of endpoints, each representing a specific functional unit. For example, a smart bulb usually has an endpoint about lighting. An endpoint has one or more clusters, where a cluster is a group of related functionalities.

A cluster contains attributes and commands. (1) An attribute represents a device state. For example, the On/Off cluster has an OnOff attribute that indicates the on/off state of the device. An attribute has a data type, such as boolean, integer, and string, and may be read-only or read-write. (2) A command represents an action that may be performed by a device. For example, the On/Off cluster provides an On() command, which sets the OnOff attribute to “1”.

3.2 Large Language Models

Emerging Large Language Models (LLMs) have demonstrated impressive performance on a variety of tasks. These LLMs are pre-trained on billions of available text. Due to the extensive training data, LLMs can be directly employed for...
Figure 2: A specification passage ignored by developers.

4 Overview

4.1 Motivation of Using LLM

To extract information from the Matter specification, a straightforward approach is to manually read it carefully and draw all the FSMs. However, we use an LLM for the process because of the following reasons.

- **To save much tedious manual effort.** The specification spans 1,258 pages. While the part describing clusters has 589 pages, the remaining is not useless. For example, it covers data types and their ranges, as well as definitions of the symbols used in the cluster description. Such knowledge is first extracted and then used for subsequent interactions with LLM for cluster-specific queries.

- **To avoid overlooking important information.** Manually extracting information from the specification will likely neglect important information. For example, Matter SDK developers omitted the information, illustrated in Figure 2, that the GroupKeySetID = 0 should not be deleted (CVE-2023-42189). The many non-crash bugs we found also show that developers omit information.

- **To cope with the quick evolution of the standard.** Since Version 1.0 was released in October 2022, three new versions have been published (V1.1 in May 2023, V1.2 in October 2023, and V1.3 in May 2024). The automation of knowledge-base extraction can accelerate the update of the fuzzer.

Another alternative approach is to extract FSMs from code [23, 25, 56]. However, it is incomplete. For example, the Matter SDK provides a framework for developing an IoT device, but it does not stipulate all the details. Second, it may contain bugs, e.g., due to handling parameter value ranges incorrectly. In sum, the approach does not provide a “standard” that a Matter device should adhere to. We thus choose to extract information from the specification.

Finally, LLM-assisted fuzzing is promising but not mature yet. We encounter multiple questions which, to our knowledge, are not documented in prior LLM-assisted fuzzing work. For example, how to deal with a large text that exceeds the token limit; how to generate a complex FSM; how to provide non-trivial context for subsequent queries. Such experiences can help other research in this direction.

4.2 Threat Model

**System Under Attack and Assumptions.** We consider a smart environment (such as a warehouse, office, or home) contains various Matter devices. They interact through user-defined automation rules. We assume the devices have vulnerabilities like those discussed in our work.

**Attacker Model.** We consider two types of attackers. (1) A user in the smart environment, such as a warehouse, can make use of Matter devices under his/her control to launch attacks. (2) An attacker has no authorized control over any Matter devices in the target environment, but can make use of vulnerabilities in commissioning [39, 54] to add a malicious device into the target Matter fabric. The attacker then makes use of the device(s) under his/her control to send exploit commands to vulnerable devices. The goal is to cause a device into a state desired by the attacker, which facilitates subsequent exploitation, such as unauthorized access and burglaries. For example, an attacker can crash a light to cause poor illumination for surveillance recordings. As another example, given the automation rule “When temp > 80°F, open the window”, by crashing the thermostat, a non-vulnerable smart window may open. Similar attacks are stressed in the literature [13–15].

Furthermore, without involving attacks, bugs of critical devices, such as heaters, locks, valves, and smoke detectors, can pose hazards to smart homes and their residents [24].

4.3 Limitations of a SOTA IoT Fuzzer

**SNIPUZZ** [22] represents a state of the art approach to black-box IoT fuzzing. Below, we discuss why SNIPUZZ does not work well for analyzing Matter devices.

**Manually Collecting Testing Programs.** SNIPUZZ needs to manually collect API-testing scripts for each device under test, while only a few vendors disclose them. For example, among the 23 devices involved in our evaluation, only 6 have their API-testing scripts publicly available.

**Low Command Coverage.** Even for devices that have API-testing scripts available, these scripts typically only cover a small portion of commands supported by the devices. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the number of commands covered by SNIPUZZ and that by our approach.
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Figure 3: Commands covered by SNIPUZZ vs. mGPTFuzz. Only 6 out of 23 Matter devices (Kasa Plug, Tapo Plug, Nanoleaf Light Strip, Switchbot Hub2, Govee Light Strip, and SONOFF Switch) disclosed their API-testing scripts. For the remaining devices, we enhance SNIPUZZ by considering a device as an abstract one and counting the commands of an abstract device as being covered by SNIPUZZ. For example, a smart switch is abstracted into a binary switch, supporting the on() and off() commands.

Neglecting the Rich Information in Specification. SNIPUZZ does not make use of the rich information in specifications for fuzzing, and is unable to detect stateful or non-crash bugs.

Cannot Handle Encrypted Messages. SNIPUZZ mutates test inputs by modifying the collected network messages. The approach fails for encrypted communication used by Matter.

4.4 Goals and Ideas

We aim to build a Matter fuzzer with the following features: (1) No need to collect API-testing scripts or reverse engineer companion apps. (2) High command coverage. (3) Making use of the Specification information to guide fuzzing. (4) Working with encrypted communication protocols that support Matter, such as WiFi, Ethernet and Thread. Below, we present the insights and ideas for constructing these features.

First, as a Matter device can be configured to control another, we initially attempted to build our fuzzer into a custom Matter device. However, the custom device cannot obtain a legitimate attestation certificate signed by a vetted vendor. Our observation is that the certificate of a controller is not checked, and thus a custom controller can be built, integrating our fuzzer. This way, we can use a controller to test a device, without relying on API-testing scripts or companion apps.

Second, according to the Matter specification, when a device is added by the controller, it announces the device types along with the supported commands and attributes in the setting-up messages. This way, we can obtain a complete list of the supported commands and attributes from the setting-up messages. Hence, high command coverage can be attained.

Third, the Matter specification contains extensive details, regarding the command parameter types, value ranges, the expected response of a command, and the state change due to a command. Given the relatively new Matter implementation and the meticulous specification, it is highly improbable that developers have thoroughly digested the specification and adhered to all the details when writing the code. Thus, it is a promising and valuable idea to check the Matter implementation against the specification. Given the lengthy specification, we leverage a pre-trained large language model to convert the human-readable content to machine-readable information, which guides the fuzzing.

Fourth, we do not mutate network messages for fuzzing, but modify the code of a controller to generate test messages in plaintext, which is then encrypted and sent to the device. Furthermore, we configure a Thread border router in the computer that runs our custom controller. This way, the controller can test Thread devices, as well as WiFi and Ethernet devices.

4.5 System Architecture

Figure 4 shows the architecture of mGPTFuzz. It contains the following main components. (1) A custom Matter Controller commissions Matter devices, sends test messages to them, and receives responses. (2) When a Matter device is commissioned, it generates a sequence of setting-up messages. From these messages, the Functionality Extractor component learns the functionalities of the device, such as the supported commands and attributes (Section 5.1). (3) An LLM is leveraged, through prompt engineering, to convert the Matter specification to a Knowledge Base (Section 5.2). (4) According to our rich Fuzzing Policies (Section 5.3), the Fuzzing Mutator generates test messages (Section 5.4). (5) The Device State Monitor monitors the IoT device to capture bugs and vulnerabilities, and the results are used to further guide the fuzzing (Section 5.5).
5 Design of mGPTFuzz

5.1 Learning Functionality of Matter Devices

There are two parts in the Matter specification: Matter Core Specification [2] and Matter Application Cluster Specification [1]. The former provides information about the foundational clusters (such as the group key management and network diagnose cluster) for establishing and maintaining communications. The latter provides information about the application clusters, detailing how devices interact via specific application data and commands.

A cluster represents a group of related functionalities and has a unique 2-byte cluster identifier (CID). For instance, in the Matter Core Specification, the Access Control cluster (with the CID = 0x001F) sets the rules for managing the access control list of a device. As another example, in the Matter Application Cluster Specification, the Level Control cluster (with the CID = 0x0008) allows for the regulation of a device’s physical quantity level, such as the brightness of a bulb or the extension length of a blind. A list of all available clusters can be found in the two Matter specification.

Extracting Supported Clusters of Devices. A sequence of setting-up messages are generated when a Matter device connects a controller, which contains rich information about the device, including the device id, manufacture code, and supported clusters. Based on the reported information and according to the two Matter specification, we can learn the functionalities supported by the device, and determine (1) which commands can control this device, and (2) which attributes are supported in the device. As an example, from the setting-up messages of the Kasa Plug device, we learn that the device contains two endpoints, where endpoint 0 includes 10 clusters, and endpoint 1 includes 5 clusters.

5.2 Learning Knowledge Base via LLM

The Matter specification provides a comprehensive description about commands and attributes, including the data type of each argument for every command, the value range of each argument, as well as how these commands and attributes mutually influence each another. To support fuzz testing, we need to extract critical information from the specification and convert the large amount of human-readable content into machine-readable information.

We employ an LLM to convert human-readable content from the specification into machine-readable information. We first extract information related to commands and attributes from the specification using the LLM (Section 5.2.1), and then query the LLM to represent the information as FSMs (Section 5.2.2). In an FSM, each node represents a device state and each edge represents a transition triggered by a command. The entire process of generating the knowledge base takes roughly 15 minutes for all clusters. By iterating over the FSMs, our fuzzer performs systematical fuzzing to detect bugs in devices.

5.2.1 Information Extraction

We design prompt engineering to extract information from the Matter specification. However, it is known that LLMs can be creative and may make up information in their responses. Worse, given the same prompts, LLMs may produce different outputs across interactions. Thus, a challenge arises: How to extract accurate and stable information via LLMs? To overcome this challenge, we employ three methods.

First, the temperature in an LLM is a parameter that controls the randomness of the LLM’s output [43]. A higher temperature results in more creative and imaginative text, while a lower one results in more factual and stable text. We aim to obtain factual information extracted from the Matter specification; thus, temperature=0 is employed. This setting ensures that the LLM strictly adheres to the factual nature of the source material for extracting knowledge, providing stable and consistent information across different queries.

Second, we employ In-context few-shot learning [57] to ensure the information extracted by LLMs is accurate and follow the specified output format. In-context few-shot learning is an effective strategy for improving the model accuracy by augmenting the context with a small number of examples that illustrate desired inputs and outputs. This approach enriches the context for LLMs, enabling them to better understand the syntax of the prompt, recognize output patterns, and accurately extract information. By employing this technique, we guide the LLM with examples to accurately extract useful information in the desired format.

Third, we employ self-consistency checks [62] to refine and validate the generated responses, ensuring reliability of the results. Even with the methods above employed, the model may still output answers that contain some stochastic information, although such instances are rare. We engage multiple conversations with the LLM and consider the majority of consistent answers as the final results.

Due to the token limit of GPT-4, we cannot feed the whole specification to it. We notice that each cluster corresponds to one chapter in the specification. We thus segment the cluster description part of the specification into multiple pieces, each for one cluster. However, prior to its extension of the token limit in November 2023, one long cluster, DoorLock, spanning 67 pages, exceeds the token limit. Thus, we further segment the content of the DoorLock cluster and query the information from each segment one by one. Afterwards, we concatenate the responses.2

Prompts. There are two types of datatypes: (1) base datatypes, such as \texttt{uint}, \texttt{int}, and \texttt{bool}, and (2) derived datatypes, which are derived from the base datatypes. The base datatypes are

\footnote{Since November 2023, the token limit has increased to 128,000 tokens, which corresponds to around 96,000 words or 192 single-spaced pages.}
shared across all clusters; thus, we only need to make one query for all the 26 base datatypes, rather than a query for each cluster. Figure 5 shows the prompt that queries the base datatypes and their corresponding value ranges.

Figure 6 shows the prompt template for querying information per cluster, consisting of the **Cluster Text**, **Queries**, and an **Example Output**. There are totally 67 clusters. Each cluster is queried separately, and the prompt generation is automated by assembling the prompt template using scripts. Given a cluster, the Cluster Text is converted from its chapter in the specification. Specifically, we use the Optical Character Recognition tool [49] to convert the PDF-formatted specification into text.

Derived datatypes only appear in certain clusters. Thus, for each cluster, we query the derived datatype and the corresponding value range (Query 1 in Figure 6). Given a cluster, we also need to know its commands and attributes, the data types and value ranges for each command’s argument and each attribute, as well as their IDs (Queries 2-5 in Figure 6).

**Responses.** Figure 7 shows an example response for the *OnOff* cluster, which includes five pieces of information (corresponding to the five queries in the prompt). Specifically, there is one derived datatype, six commands, and five attributes for this cluster. For each command, its arguments, the corresponding datatype, and the command ID are extracted. For each attribute, its datatypes and ID are also extracted. In particular, StartUpOnOffEnum is a derived datatype in the *OnOff* cluster, serving as the datatype for an argument of the StartUpOnOff command.

### 5.2.2 FSM Generation

An FSM is a tuple \( (Q, \Sigma, \Delta, \delta) \), where \( Q \) denotes a finite set of states, \( \Sigma \) represents the initial state, \( \Delta \) represents the destination state, and \( \delta \) stands for the commands that can map \( \Sigma \) to \( \Delta \). Given a cluster, we make a query for each command, and generate an FSM specific to that command. After that, all FSMs are combined to form a comprehensive FSM representing the entire cluster.

Figure 8 shows the prompt template designed to query the useful information of a command (specified using the command ID) to generate FSMs. In this process, we employ *context few-shot learning* as illustrated in the **Shot 1** section of Figure 8. Moreover, we provide the datatype knowledge about the base datatypes (extracted by the prompt for base datatypes in Figure 5) and the derived datatypes related to the cluster (extracted by Query 1 in Figure 6). This enables the LLM to accurately understand the data range in the second step of the Chain-of-Thought process. In addition, we leverage Chain-of-Thought prompting [63] to ensure the precision of information extracted by LLMs (see the Chain-of-Thought part in Figure 8). Chain-of-Thought prompting involves structuring prompts to guide LLMs through a series of logical steps,

---

**Figure 5:** Prompt for querying base datatypes.

**Figure 6:** Prompt template for querying information of a cluster. It is simplified for the sake of presentation. Appendix A provides a verbatim example of assembled prompts.

**Figure 7:** Model response for the *OnOff* cluster.

---

**Figure 8:** Prompt template for extracting cluster information.
You will be assigned the role of a Software Testing Assistant and will receive a portion of the protocol specification text related to the cluster [Name]. Your primary task is to prepare the Finite State Machine (FSM) test cases for software black-box testing. It is imperative that your responses be strictly based on the text provided. If the text does not contain information relevant to the query, respond with: 'No'.

Chain-of-Thought:
1. Extract the initial and destination states as mentioned in the "Effect" section in the provided cluster text.
2. Extract the value range of each command’s argument to transfer from the initial state to the destination state. Please refer to the content marked as "Datatype Knowledge" regarding datatypes and their value ranges.
3. Extract the invalid value of each command’s argument and error messages, if specified in the cluster text.
4. Extract unaccepted values of each state.

[Cluster Text]

[Datatype Knowledge]

According to the text, extract the FSM information for the command with the ID = [CommandID].

Shot 1:
[Place an example of generating an FSM here.]

Desired Output Format:
[Here is the desired output format for the FSM.]

Figure 8: Prompt template for generating an FSM.

similar to a human thought process, to arrive at the desired output. This technique proves especially effective in complex situations when the straightforward question-to-answer format may not produce comprehensive results. Moreover, we leverage self-consistency checks [62] to enhance the reliability of the response.

We observed that even when employing methods like setting the temperature=0 to prevent randomness and creativity, there are still rare situations that 1) the LLM may produce a response whose format does not align with Shot 1, and 2) the LLM fabricates information when the provided Cluster Text does not contain information relevant to a query. We attribute the first issue to the complexity of the output. To ensure the LLM response follows the desired format, we add the Desired Output Format section at the end of the prompt. To address the second issue, we emphasize not making up information, as shown in the last sentence of the first paragraph in Figure 8.

Through these methods of designing the prompt, we are able to effectively obtain FSM information. After generating FSMs for each command within a cluster, we merge all FSMs into a comprehensive FSM representing this cluster. There are 52 FSMs generated, with a total of 521 states and 522 transitions. Note that 15 clusters do not have any command and the involved attributes are read-only (e.g., the BooleanState cluster has only one read-only attribute and zero commands). For the 52 FSMs, the number of states is in the range of [1, 46], and the number of edges is in the range of [1, 50]. The most complex FSM is for the DoorLock cluster, which contains 46 states and 50 edges.

Example. Figure 9 shows part of the generated FSM, achieved by merging multiple FSMs corresponding to all commands within the LevelControl cluster. This example contains 10 states and 13 edges. Each edge encompasses detailed information on the state transition process, including the command name and the possible value and data type for each argument.

Verifying the Quality of FSMs. Besides self-consistency checks with multiple queries, we also manually validate the quality of the FSMs. We first randomly sample 100 out of the 522 transitions. Three authors spent a total of 9 hours manually and independently checking the accuracy of the information described in the 100 transitions. We confirm that all the information is accurate. We then pick a cluster, LevelControl, and check whether all the transitions described in the specification are covered by the FSM, and result is positive. The checking demonstrates that the LLM is able to accurately extract the FSM information.

5.3 Fuzzing Policies

Our fuzzer iterates over the FSMs to generate test inputs. The following policies are used.

Policy 1: For each FSM edge, we (a) change the argument values to the values specified by edge; (b) if the valid argument value is a range, provide extreme values (such as min and max of the valid range); (c) provide random valid values excluding the extreme values. Moreover, for each command, we (d) change the length of a string-type argument trying to trigger buffer overflows; (e) provide empty values to strings to trigger uninitialized read or null pointer deference; and (f) provide NULL or only one element to arrays, sets, or bags to cause null pointer deference or out-of-bounds access.

Policy 2: Changing Argument Types. Given an argument supposedly with the data type t, we change its type to a randomly selected one t ′. For example, for an argument with the String type, we change its type to the integer type by replacing a string value with an integer value, to check whether the device can handle the special "string".

Policy 3: Changing the Number of Arguments. For a command requiring n arguments, we provide n + 1, n − 1, or 0 arguments.

Policy 4: Trying Unsupported Clusters and Commands. Be-
sides the supported clusters, we also randomly select a few unsupported clusters. For each command in a selected unsupported cluster, we generate test messages following the command definition. Through this, we check whether unexpected commands can cause the device to crash.

5.4 Constructing Test Messages

To build a test message, given a command, a straightforward way is to invoke the API in the controller that invokes the command. However, such APIs contain various input sanitization. Consequently, invalid test messages cannot be constructed.

To resolve this issue, our solution is to locate the procedure that packs messages, which we call the (message) packing procedure. It is invoked by each API to generate messages to be sent to IoT devices. We then remove the input sanitization in the packing procedures. Note unlike prior work [12,51] that removes sanitization in the companion app of each device, our sanitization elimination is a one-time effort.

There are two types of commands.

- **Ordinary commands.** Each cluster contains zero or more ordinary commands. The packing procedure, `InteractionModelCommands::SendCommand`, from the controller `chip-tool` [48], is used for generating such commands.

- **Write-Attribute** can modify the specified cluster attribute. The packing procedure, `InteractionModelCommands::WriteAttribute`, from `chip-tool` [48], is used for generating such commands.

5.5 Device State Monitor

From the perspective of mGPTFuzz, it is trivial to detect a device crash, as a crash causes a disconnection (and a timeout exception for the next test message). To detect a non-crash bug, for each test message, if the response message and the destination state, in terms of the involved attribute values, do not adhere to the transition described in the FSMs, a non-crash bug is captured. Specifically, given a valid test message (i.e., valid command/attribute ID and argument values), the controller expects a response message `SUCCESS` from the device under test and the destination state is also checked by querying the attribute describing the state. Given an invalid one, it expects an error message, such as `INVALID_COMMAND`.

Given a bug, if the symptom can only be reproduced when the device is at certain states, it is a stateful bug; otherwise, a non-stateful one.

6 Evaluation

This section presents the implementation and the evaluation results. Section 6.1 describes the implementation details. Section 6.2 presents the experimental setup. Section 6.3 summarizes the bug-finding results. Section 6.4 presents the results of detecting crash bugs and Section 6.5 non-crash bugs. We compare mGPTFuzz with a state-of-the-art work in Section 6.6. Finally, Section 6.7 discusses the efficiency.

6.1 Implementation

We implement a prototype of mGPTFuzz. We utilize an opensource tool, `chip-tool` [48], provided by the Matter Consortium, to build our custom controller. We remove the input sanitization in its message packing procedures, such that our test inputs are not rejected due to sanitization [51].

The controller is able to commission Matter-over-WiFi and Matter-over-Ethernet devices using the `chip-tool code-wifi` pairing script. To support the Thread radio communication capabilities, we insert an `nRF52840 Micro Dev Kit USB Dongle` (priced at $21.99 on Amazon [5]) to our desktop. Moreover, we install the `ot-br-posix` library, which turns our desktop into an OpenThread Border Router (OTBR) [45]. Subsequently, our custom controller
is able to commission Matter-over-Thread devices using the chip-tool code-thread pairing script.

For LLM, we use GPT-4-Turbo [44]. The temperature in an LLM is a parameter that controls the randomness of the LLM’s output [42]. A higher temperature results in more creative and imaginative text, while a lower one results in more accurate and factual text. We aim to obtain precise and factual information extracted from the Matter protocol specification; thus, temperature=0 is employed.

To fuzz-test a device, the only manual effort is to pair it with mGPTFuzz. Note that developing mGPTFuzz, including prompt engineering, is a one-time effort.

6.2 Experimental Setup

Matter Devices Under Test. We acquire 23 popular consumer Matter IoT devices from both online and offline markets, covering various brands, such as Philip Hue, Yeelight, and Yale. The types of the Matter devices include smart switches, plugs, lighting, lockers, sensors, and hubs. These devices are either recommended by Amazon or the best-selling products in supermarkets. Their details are illustrated in Figure 10.

Testing Environment. Our mGPTFuzz runs on a Ubuntu 20.04 PC with 4.9 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 CPU and 32 GB RAM. We configure the Matter devices in a fully controlled network to avoid the interference of irrelevant traffic.

Baseline Method. Blackbox fuzzing of IoT firmware demonstrates noteworthy results. There are a variety of IoT blackbox fuzzers, such as IoTFuzzer [12], Diane [51], HubFuzzer [35], FIoT [78] and SNIPUZZ [22]. (1) We excluded IoTFuzzer and Diane for comparison because they send test inputs from companion apps, while a Matter device cannot be controlled through the device’s companion app. (2) We excluded HubFuzzer, as it only tests ZigBee and ZWave devices. (3) We also excluded fuzzers that are not open source. We thus picked SNIPUZZ for comparison. Another reason we chose SNIPUZZ is because the evaluation of SNIPUZZ shows that it outperforms prior work, such as NEMESYS [30], BooFuzz [29] and Doona [67].

6.3 Bug Discovery Results

We divide bugs into two categories: (1) crash bugs, which result in device crashes, and (2) non-crash bugs, which cause incorrect behaviors but do not crash devices. From the 23 Matter devices, we discover 147 bugs, including 5 crash bugs and 142 non-crash bugs. Among the 147 bugs, there are 10 stateful bugs, where 4 are stateful crash bugs and 6 stateful non-crash bugs. The other 137 bugs can be triggered regardless of the current device state. The detailed results are outlined in Table 1. Among the 147 bugs, 61 bugs lead to a denial of service, i.e., the devices crash (CVE-2023-45955 & CVE-2023-45956), or do not respond until they are re-paired with the controller (CVE-2023-42189). Given the DoS nature, we classify the 61 bugs as vulnerabilities.

6.4 Crash Bugs

The 5 identified crash bugs are distributed as follows:

- One crash bugs exist in the device Nanoleaf Lighting NF080K03-2LS (with the device ID = 4), and it has been assigned CVE-2023-45955.
- Four crash bugs exist in Govee Lighting H61E1 (with the device ID = 10), which are stateful bugs, requiring
Table 1: Summary of bugs detected by mGPTFuzz. (1) UT stands for Unexpected Transition, meaning the device transits to an unexpected state. (2) DoS means Denial of Service. Note that all the bugs are missed by the baseline tool SNIFUZZ. The fuzzing time is mainly determined by the number of commands and attributes supported by the device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Crash Bugs # of Bugs</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Non-crash Bugs # of Bugs</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Fuzzing Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.28 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.45 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.00 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>2.01 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.68 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>4.67 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>4.00 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.70 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>4.20 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>4.55 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.67 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.03 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.09 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.67 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>1.37 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>4.50 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>2.93 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.92 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.40 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.60 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>3.07 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UT, DoS</td>
<td>3.70 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The device to be set to a particular state to be triggered. These bugs have been assigned CVE-2023-45956.

Note that to save CVE resources, given multiple bugs of a device that are related to a group of similar commands or exploit messages, only one CVE is requested.

Below we discuss these discovered crash bugs. The details of these bugs are summarized in Table 2. A hidden API means that the command or attribute is not covered in the vendor's API-testing scripts or described in its website.

6.4.1 Crash Bug in Nanoleaf Lighting Device

This bug is related to a hidden write-attribute command, Write_Attribute_Binding, within the Binding cluster, which is used to establish a persistent relationship between an endpoint and local/remote endpoints. This command accepts one argument with the data type List in the following two formats: List[node-id, endpoint-id, cluster-id] or List[group-id].

Triggering Bug. In the fourth column of Table 2, for the sake of presentation simplicity, only the message payload is displayed. The payload of a message should follow a specific JSON format. For example, given a payload, {"0" : 1}, the integer of 0 within the quotation marks indicates the index of the argument, and the value of 1 after the colon represents the value of the corresponding argument. If there is more than one argument, there will be more than one set of quotation marks (with each enclosed value indicating the index of each argument) as well as the corresponding value.

To trigger the bug, mGPTFuzz constructs a command message, where the list has only one element with value = 0 (following the fuzzing policy 1 in Section 5.3), the generated payload is {
"0" : {"0" : 0}}.

Observation. The device is supposed to reject the aforementioned invalid input. However, it accepts the message. We observe that the light initially exhibited a flickering behavior, followed by a crash.

6.4.2 Stateful Crash Bugs in Govee Lighting Device

The four bugs are related to four hidden commands, Move_up (uint8), Move_down (uint8), Move_up_OnOff (uint8), and Move_down_OnOff (uint8), which can increase or decrease the brightness of the device with or without the OnOff effect at a certain rate. Each command accepts one argument with the data type uint8, which specifies the rate value.

Triggering Bugs. If the device is at the required initial state and then an invalid value of 0 is provided as the command argument (following the fuzzing policy 1 in Section 5.3), the test message makes the device crash. Taking Move_up_OnOff (uint8) as an example (the last row in Table 2), the normal payload is {"0" : 20}, where the value of 20 (without quotes) denotes the rate value. If the brightness level (CurrentLevel) is the lowest (i.e., 1) and the rate in the command is an invalid value of 0, the generated test message causes the device to crash. Note 254 represents the highest brightness value in Matter, and 1 the lowest.

It is worth noting that a stateful bug can be triggered only if the device is first set to a certain initial state. Otherwise, an identical exploit input cannot trigger the bug. This exemplifies the importance of stateful fuzzing.

6.5 Non-Crash Bugs

From the 23 Matter devices, mGPTFuzz finds 142 non-crash bugs, 6 of which are stateful non-crash bugs. Detecting non-crash bugs presents a greater challenge compared to crash bugs, as network connection state, which can be employed as clues for crash bug detection, is not useful for detecting non-crash bugs.

We find two types of non-crash bugs: N1) bugs where the device should reject the corresponding exploit messages but accepts and processes them; N2) bugs where the device should accept the corresponding exploit messages but mistakenly rejects them. The distribution of the two types of non-crash bugs across the tested devices is shown in Table 3.

Below we present some cases of non-crashed bugs. The details of these cases are summarized in Table 4. Specifically, Section 6.5.1 and Section 6.5.2 discuss some cases of non-
Table 2: Details of discovered crash bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Hidden API?</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Normal Message → Exploit (only payload is shown)</th>
<th>Required Initial State</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>CVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Write_Attribute_Binding(List[uint16])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CVE-2023-45956

Table 3: Summary of non-crashed bugs. There are two types of non-crashed bugs. Type N1 refers to bugs where the device should reject the test messages but instead accepts them. Type N2 refers to bugs where the device should accept the test messages but mistakenly rejects them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Type N1 # of Bugs</th>
<th>Type N2 # of Bugs</th>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Type N1 # of Bugs</th>
<th>Type N2 # of Bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

crime bugs of Type N1 (Section 6.5.2 focuses on stateful non-crash bugs of Type N1), and Section 6.5.3 Type N2.

6.5.1 Non-Crash Bugs of Type N1 in All Matter Devices

Two non-crash bugs affect all the Matter devices, as shown in Table 2 (with the device ID labeled as All). These bugs have been assigned CVE-2023-42189. They are not stateful bugs, so can be triggered in any device state. Both bugs are related to the hidden command, KeySetRemove (uint16) (see Figure 2). This command is used to remove a key set from an entire stack storing all keys, where the index for removal is determined by the argument of the command. This command accepts one argument with the data type uint16 and its valid value range is [1, 65534].

Triggering Bugs. There are two ways to exploit the hidden command KeySetRemove() to trigger the non-crash bugs, as shown in Table 2 (with the device ID labeled as All).

1) If an invalid value "0" : 0 is generated for the argument (following the fuzzing policy 1 in Section 5.3), no matter what the current device state is, the message causes the device to become unresponsive and out of service.

2) If no arguments are provided to the command (following the fuzzing policy 3 in Section 5.3), the generated test message causes a device to become unresponsive to any subsequent request, regardless of the current device state.

Analysis. Since the non-crash bugs are present across all the devices, we suspect that they are associated with the Matter SDK. We thus report the bugs to the Matter SDK developer, and they confirm the bugs and have fixed them promptly (in Matter v1.1), as documented in [40]. Below, we analyze the root cause of the bug and its patch.

When a Matter controller sends the KeySetRemove command to a Matter device, the Matter device invokes the KeySetRemoveCallback function to manage the command and process its payload. The payload specifies the index of the key set that should be removed. When the index is 0, the key set is associated with the Identity Protection Key (IPK). On the other hand, if the index is not specified (i.e., no argument is provided to the KeySetRemove command), the KeySetRemoveCallback function automatically assigns the removal index to 0. The IPK serves as a crucial public key utilized by both the Matter device and Matter controller. It undergoes verification throughout the entire communication between the Matter device and controller to guarantee the integrity of the communication. If the verification of IPK fails, any further service request of the device is denied, resulting in a Denial of Service (DoS). Therefore, the IPK should not be removed in order to maintain the security and functionality of the Matter system.

However, the vulnerable KeySetRemoveCallback function, when provided with a removal index of 0, incorrectly removes the IPK, and sends a SUCCESS response to the controller (or mGPTFuzz in our work). As the IPK is removed, the encrypted communication cannot be decrypted and verified, rendering the Matter device unresponsive to any subsequent requests. To rectify this issue, the patched KeySetRemoveCallback function incorporates this checking: it first verifies whether the removal index is 0 or not.
before executing the key removal action. If the index is 0, it replies with `INVALID_COMMAND` as a status code.

### 6.5.2 Stateful Non-Crash Bugs of Type N1

We find six Type N1 stateful non-crash bugs in the device *Govee Lighting H61E1* (with the device ID = 10). These non-crash bugs are related to three hidden commands, `MoveHue`, `MoveSaturation`, and `EnhancedMoveHue`. Each command accepts two arguments, where the first argument is of the data type `enum` and takes a value $\epsilon \{0, 1, 2, 3\}$, and the second one is of the data type `uint8`. Taking `MoveHue` as an example, the first argument is `MoveMode`, which determines the direction of the hue change. Specifically, when `MoveMode` equals 0, it indicates stop direction (i.e., no hue change); when `MoveMode` equals 1, the device should increase its hue. When `MoveMode` equals 3, the device should decrease its hue. The second argument `Rate` specifies the rate of movement per second.

**Triggering Bugs.** The Matter specification explicitly states that (1) a message, where the first argument, `MoveMode`, is set to 1 (increase) or 3 (decrease), and the second argument `Rate` equals 0, is considered as an invalid message, and (2) if this invalid message is sent to the device, the device should reject the message and respond `INVALID_COMMAND`.

Our tool mGPTFuzz successfully extracts this critical information from the specification, and finds two ways to trigger the non-crash bugs for each command, as shown in Table 4 (corresponding to the rows where the device ID = 10). Taking `MoveHue` as an example, if the first parameter is assigned a value of 1 or 3, the second parameter is set to a value of 0, and at the same time, the current hue value is set to the maximum (i.e., 254), the device accepts the invalid message and should be accepted by the device. However, the devices reject the message.

**Observations.** According to the Matter specification, the aforementioned test messages are invalid, and the expected behavior of the device is to reject them and reply with `INVALID_COMMAND`. But our observations reveal that upon receiving these test messages, the actual behavior of the device is to accept and process them, resulting in an alteration of the light color and the hue value changed to 0.

#### 6.5.3 Non-Crash Bugs of Type N2

We find one Type N2 non-crash bug in each of the two devices, *Orein Bulb OS0100811267* (with the device ID = 3) and *Linkind Bulb LS0101811266* (with the device ID = 11). This bug is related to the hidden command `MoveColor(int16, int16)`, which is used to modify the ColorMode attribute on a device, prompting it to transition colors continuously at the specified rates. It accepts two arguments of the data type `int16`, which specify the rates of color changes per second.

**Triggering Bug and Observations.** When both the first and second arguments are assigned a value of 0, the resulting test message is `valid` and should be accepted by the device. However, the devices reject the message.

### 6.6 Comparison with Baseline Method

We consider SNIPUZZ as the baseline, which represents a state of the art in blackbox fuzzing of IoT devices [22]. For fair comparison, we have extended the capabilities of SNIPUZZ. (1) SNIPUZZ is integrated into our custom controller, so plaintext messages are presented to SNIPUZZ. Consequently, it is able to test Matter devices, which always use encrypted communication. (2) Hidden commands are provided to it. The details are described below.

SNIPUZZ is designed to detect crash bugs, and is not capable of detecting non-crash bugs. We thus compare the performance of crash bugs detection between SNIPUZZ and our tool mGPTFuzz. The original version of SNIPUZZ cannot fuzz-test Matter devices. We thus enhance SNIPUZZ by integrating it into our custom controller, so plaintext messages are presented to SNIPUZZ. We use the enhanced SNIPUZZ to test all the 23 Matter devices. However, after 24 hours of fuzz testing on each device, no bugs are found by SNIPUZZ.

SNIPUZZ requires the API-testing programs of IoT devices to collect seed messages and can only test the commands covered by the API-testing programs. As a result, it cannot detect the crash bugs triggered by the hidden commands, which include all the 5 crash bugs detected by mGPTFuzz.

We then proceed to investigate whether SNIPUZZ could detect these bugs if the corresponding hidden commands were provided to it. Specifically, for each discovered crash bug, we provide SNIPUZZ with a message associated with the hidden command that involves this bug. We then use the snippet determination algorithm of SNIPUZZ to partition these messages. The results show SNIPUZZ is unable to accurately determine the snippets for any of them. E.g., the message that can trigger a bug related to the command `Move_up` (discussed in Section 6.4.2) should be partitioned into 14 snippets, but it is inaccurately partitioned into 6 snippets after a 2-hour analysis.

We further investigate the snippet determination algorithm of SNIPUZZ, and have the following findings. The Matter protocol requires the payload of a Matter message to follow a JSON format. However, as SNIPUZZ removes the bytes in a message one by one to generate probe messages, this results in probe messages not following the JSON format.
Table 4: Some of the discovered non-crash bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device ID</th>
<th>Hidden API?</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Normal Message → Test (only payload is shown)</th>
<th>Required Device Initial State</th>
<th>Expected Behavior</th>
<th>Actual Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All ✓</td>
<td>KeySetRemove(uint16) (CVE-2023-42189)</td>
<td>[0':20] → [0':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td>Any state</td>
<td>Device should reject message &amp; respond INVALID_COMMAND</td>
<td>Device was Out of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0':20] → [1]</td>
<td>Policy 3: provide no argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ✓</td>
<td>MoveHue(enum, uint8)</td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td>CurrentHue = 254</td>
<td>Device should reject message &amp; respond INVALID_COMMAND</td>
<td>Device state was changed to CurrentHue = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ✓</td>
<td>MoveSaturation(enum, uint8)</td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td>CurrentSaturation = 254</td>
<td>Device should reject message &amp; respond INVALID_COMMAND</td>
<td>Device state was changed to CurrentSaturation = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ✓</td>
<td>EnhancedMoveHue(enum, uint8)</td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td>EnhancedCurrentHue = 254</td>
<td>Device should reject message &amp; respond INVALID_COMMAND</td>
<td>Device state was changed to EnhancedCurrentHue = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide an invalid value ≤ to the argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 11 ✓</td>
<td>MoveColor(int16, int16)</td>
<td>[0':3, 1':2] → [0':0, 1':0]</td>
<td>Policy 1: Provide a value ≥ to both arguments</td>
<td>Any State</td>
<td>Device should accept message</td>
<td>Device rejected message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7 Efficiency

In the last column of Table 1, we present the total time spent by mGPTFuzz on testing each device. The longest testing time is approximately 5 hours for the device with ID = 7.

We use two devices as examples to illustrate the fuzzing efficiency in term of bugs discovered over time (Y-axis) and over the number of test messages (X-axis). As shown in Figure 11, mGPTFuzz can discover crash bugs and non-crash bugs efficiently. For the device Nanoleaf Lightstrip NF080K03-2LS shown in Figure 11(a), all bugs are found within 110 minutes and ≤3100 test message, and the first bug is found within 10 minutes. For the device Eve Motion Sensor 20EBY9901 shown in Figure 11(b), all the four bugs are found within 90 minutes and ≤1200 test messages.

7 Discussion

Compared to prior work [12, 22, 51], mGPTFuzz is limited to fuzzing Matter devices. However, given the importance of Matter, it is worth the dedicated effort. Furthermore, the approach of LLM-assisted blackbox fuzzing can be generalized to other scenarios where the specification is available, such as Zigbee, Thread and Bluetooth.

Ethical Considerations and Proactive Harm Prevention.

We have contacted all the vendors regarding the bugs and vulnerabilities of their products. We have reported the vulnerability (CVE-2023-42189) to the Matter SDK developer, since it impacts all the Matter devices. It has been fixed in Matter V1.1. After contacting them, we waited at least 90 days before reporting the vulnerabilities for CVE assignment.

Matter is released under the Apache 2.0 license, permitting various uses. The specification is publicly accessible on the official website [1, 2]. More importantly, according to the instructions of ChatGPT [41], ChatGPT does not use content from its business offerings such as ChatGPT Team or ChatGPT Enterprise to train its models. We utilized ChatGPT Team throughout the study. Therefore, our approach using ChatGPT does not cause an ethical issue.

8 Conclusion

As an industry-wide IoT standard, Matter is expected to completely change the ecology of smart devices. Thus, fuzzing of Matter devices is an emerging important problem. We present the first Matter fuzzer in the literature. A large language model is leveraged to transform the human-readable specification, over one thousand pages, to machine-readable information in the form of finite state machines (FSMs). Guided by the FSMs, our blackbox fuzzing is able to find stateful bugs and non-crash bugs, as well as crash bugs. We have built a prototype of mGPTFuzz and conducted an extensive evaluation involving 23 Matter devices. It finds 147 new bugs, including 61 zero-day vulnerabilities with three CVEs assigned.
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A Example of an Assembled Prompt

Figure 12 shows the prompt for querying the information of the Groups cluster.

| Prompt: |
| You will be provided with a section of the protocol specification text about the Groups Cluster. Please provide responses to the questions in the specified order and format as outlined in the text provided. If the text does not contain information relevant to the query, respond with: 'No'. |

| Groups Cluster text: |
| The Groups cluster manages, per endpoint, the content of the node-wide Group Table that is part of the underlying interaction layer. ... The GroupID field is set to the GroupID field of the received RemoveGroup command. |

Please respond to the questions based on the provided text of the Groups cluster with the required format. Queries are as follows:
1. From the "Data Types" section, extract all derived datatypes and their corresponding value ranges, especially the datatypes with the suffixes "Enum" and "Struct". Ensure the return format is a Dictionary similar to the format of the Example Output.
2. From the "Commands" section, extract all commands, and for each command, extract the datatype and value range for each of its arguments. Ensure the return format is a Dictionary similar to the format of the Example Output.
3. From the "Attributes" section, extract all attributes, and for each attribute, extract its datatype and value range. Ensure the return format is a Dictionary similar to the format of the Example Output.
4. Return a Python list that includes all command IDs.
5. Return a Python list that includes all attribute IDs.

Here is an Example Output in JSON format.

| [Example Output]. |

Figure 12: Assembled prompt for querying the information of the Groups cluster.